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L’APPARTEMENT | ART IN A LIVING SPACE
BOCA DO LOBO UNIFIES MODERN DESIGN AND CONTEMPORARY ART

Boca do Lobo is returning to Paris at Maison & Objet 2018 to broadcast
a new expression of the finest home design. Surrounded by haute
craftsmanship and art, ten unseen pieces will be revealed at the most
coveted apartment. Superb furnishings and A-list of metal details
complement the soaring wallpapers in the Art Apartment outfitted by
Boca do Lobo at Hall 7 - Stand H2-I1.
To create exclusive living spaces grounded in contemporary even as
they embrace careful craftsmanship, the brand envisioned a residence
not only as a place to call home but also as a desirable setting for
entertaining.
A new language showcases the most refined techniques with modern
living design. A triumph of materials mixes gold, silver and copper
accents, all born from the prosperous tradition of iron forging and purest
creative ironwork. The new pieces make their debut at the avant garde
living room set and spread the tone throughout the reading corners, the
exquisite dining space and a fresh kitchen area. The faceted Diamond
Pyrite will be one of the novels revealed for the first time, a beautiful
outcome of architectural thinking with a powerful glistening effect. Along
with bold black marble and a parade of tropical wallpaper, the new all-star
cast states Boca do Lobo’s ability to create timeless yet contemporary
design as a continuing process of maturation and art expression.

Remarkable bestsellers also escorts the values of the brand, time
honoured masterpieces that will never be forgotten. Already a
classic, the Nº 11 chair enhances the dining experience with its bold
lines, and the funky Pixel Anodized enlightens the lounge room. A
clearly marked desire to break the established codes and dare the
most unexpected combinations.
Take the opportunity to experience a creative journey of timeless
art work in Boca do Lobo’s astonishing apartment. An innate sense
of high couture furniture to shift mind-sets and let design lovers be
swept away by emotional design.
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ABOUT US
BOCA DO LOBO furniture is an exclusive emotional experience, a sense of belonging and a state of mind.
We strive to encourage sensational experiences by creating beautiful pieces which are passionately inspired
and handcrafted in Portugal by a staff that loves what they do; experiences which pass on the feeling of
exclusivity. Our designers possess an undeniable talent for composing pieces which stir emotion in their
admirers. Our artisan’s wisdom, accumulated from years of experience, is instilled with love and dedication
in the art that they perform. No detail or element is overlooked as we offer the best at the frontier between
design and art. Each piece will bring you on a journey to sources of pleasure you may have forgotten, and take
you to places you have never been before; a journey to BOCA DO LOBO world – a world of emotions.
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